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Governors

State Universit

STRIKE

Almost 100 civil service
employees of Governors State
university followed thru on their
· threat to strike against the
administration, Monday, for a
list of demands that include
higher pay and an agency shop
that would require the payment
of a service fee equal to union
dues
fornotthose
employees
choosing
to belong
to the

the
strikers,-secretaries,
stenographers,
c l erks,
duplicating machine operators,
c 0 m put e r s a i d'e s and
programmers, ca&.hiers, and
other registration personnel.
Instead, professional staff and
administrative support units
were on hand to register
students.
0 n T u e s d a Y , w h i 1e
conditions within the University
over the week end. However, it mistr.e ating civil servants? "
union but benefiting from union
regis~r~tions was going-on,
were almost unbearable as
was announced that the "Is GSU open and humane?
efforts.
.negotiations were being conmany common facilities, s uch
University would be open Students, weareaskingforyour
_ GSU members of AFL-CIO
dueled in Bloomington, Illinois
as hot water antl fresh air had
Monday and Tuesday for July .support. Please object to the
Local ~2
, American between Board of Governors
grounded to a halt. In both the
andAugustclassesscheduledto university al4ninistration's
Federation of State, County. and
r e Pres en t a t i v e s and a
College of Human Learning and
end then.
stonewalling. Demand that they
bargaining team from the
~velopmentandBusinessand
Cathy Taylor, President of negotiateingoodfaith.Ifweare
Municipal Employees, formed
only last March, unanimously
union. The outcome of this
Public Service, the heat was
Local f(Z770 said, "the Union to carry out the mission that
voted to strike in secret - meeting was "unproductive"
stifling because the cooling
expr~ regret for those who GSU says it is all about, then a
balloting at the University
said Cree Brown, a member of
system was shut-down as the
might be inconvenienced by the definite change is necessary."
Friday, August 16, because of
the union's bargaining team.
International Union of
strike, especially registering
Student Service Advisory
the administratons prior flat
"TheysimplymovedsomefigOper!lting Engineers honored
students, but hoped that the council requested all work
refusal to come to terms conures around," she said "makthe strike. Food service in the
civil service employees would -study students to come to work
cerning a union contra<!t after
ing what they were willmg to
cafeteria was almast nil as w gain some equity in embut not perform any civil serunion companies providing this
ployment by this effort."
vice worker's jobs, and
months of discussion.
give civil service employees
. The strike came on the eve of
virtually the same as it had
.-servicealsohonoredLocal f/UlO
On Thursday, pickets cirreminded them by sign posted
centralized registration where
previously been. "We, of
efforts.
culated a memo to students
at the main entrance that "you
studentsweretosign-upforthe
course, rejected this, and
La_te Friday evening,
crossing their Stuenkel road
cannotbedockedforrefusingto
September-October and
another meeting is scheduled
President of the University,
line to enter the university.
perform a civil service job."
November-December sessions
for August 29," she said.
William Engbretston, issued
"Can Governors Stat-e
Reaction
utilizing the services of most of
By Thursday of last week,
orders to close the institution
university ·be efficient while
l.ocal NZl'lO of the American
• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .~. . . . . . . .. .~~~. .. .~~~~~~. .~. .~~~. .. .. .~~. .. . TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN:
Federation of State, County, and
Municipal Employees has
deemed it necessary 'to institue
strike action due to the following
concerns:
Marcus
L UNPRODUCTIVE
I suppose part of the reason I'm
technological of "educational Buffy Rosen:
NEGOTIATIONS.- Since May 8,
Don Larkens:
sittin here is I've never been inside
institutions" labors at a snails pace
Non-exempt workers- came in
There is need for recognition of 1974, the Board of Governors'
a stricken university ... all thats
t~ carry on its claimed function:
for extra hours and did not get the fact that secretaries and civil representatives (Management)
working is the hardware a nd
Simply because it cannot deal paid for them. The president told
service wor kers are important to and representatives of Local
"skelton crew" ... and the students.
just!)' with its employees.
them to come in earlier than the effective functioning of the 12770 along with a Union
In the L.R.C. "m~dia area" a
And, just as we· learn that usu_al some m~ths ag'!.. despite
· university. Part of the frustration negotiator (Union) have conBlack Man is educating himself.
" institutions of higher learning" do their protests. Secretaries have
ducted numerous negotiating
He is strapped in his headphones
not educat~ the man-the man too many bosses. There i8 -.tO: of being a student is that your sessions toward the goal of
expecUtions
are
unmet.
Things
and watching-DR. Burgests Black
educateshiinself... prisoners are much work for them. Deadlines
completion of a signed contract
& White Society on vide<i...and it
not rehabilitated by prison~ don't coincide with the amount of don't get done for students by the new fiscal year, July 1,
because the university is growing
occurs to me that tha~ has not been
prisoners must rehabilitate 'time needed to do the work. at such a rapid rate that civil 1974. As of this date, no firm
so common a thing... a Black Man
themselves; in spite of prisons!!. .. Secretaries are the backbone of
ser vice per sonnel have been contract has been forthcoming,
"educating himself'. Too many of
The Blackman in this nation is not what's happening and yet they're
althvugh the Union has diligently
us have been (and are still)
given [reedom, justice, equality... de-humanized. Their output is overloaded. The logistics of ne-gotiated toward this achiring civil service personnel
complacently , apothetically
complishment.
the Blackman in this nation must rejected. Likewise with
here are out of _date: The
" allowing" the institution of the
obtain these for himself; In spite of workstudy students. Opinions are
2. AGENCY SHOP. Local
west to be responsible for the
this nation!! THEY ARE NOT asked of them and then they are university neglects civil service i/'Zl70 feels that Management's
personnel as persons. They are flat refusal to negotiate the issue
foundation of our "education". And
OUR ELDERS. WE AIN'T THEIR ig.n ored. This is frustrating
treated as machines which can
so, dig it,' this most modern and
CHILDREN!!
because all of the effort of getting increase speed and maintain the of agency shop is unwarranted
the input is ignored. Civil service same efficiency. There is a limit and discriminatory. An agency
shop, which is in accord with
workers need identity. They are to which this can be done.
}rJ.
state law and the wish of the
also badly understaffed.
membership, is of utmost importance to this local to maintain
Ira Nutig:
.
equalized with that of the state-in
The strikers ar& deserving of terms of classification. The pay unity.
3. ECONOMI C ISSUES.
more recognition, more money scales between the two systems
and more understanding. The . also differ. There is also some Economic issues are a primary
strikers are the non-exempt civil hostility between exempt and concern to members of Local
lf'UlO, one of which is a co. .st-ofservice workers. They are paid non--exempt workers, especially
by the hour , while exempt work- since the exempt workers get living increment. To date,
negotiations on economic issues
ers are salaried. There is too more fringe benefits.
a r e progessing very slowly.
p1uch of a distinction here be"This plac.e is geared for
Managementhas yet to introduce
tween non-professional and educational snobs; not towards
-a counterproposal to our salary
professional workers.
students."
and Wllge plan. Also,-Workers should be paid on the
members have_received no raise
ba~is of merit and not perincrements since the beginning of
centage. The percent raise was Mary Ann Hatton :
Money is not the issue. Civil the new fiscal year, July 1, 1974,
the same for everyone. Yet the
Service
wo r ke r s (mostly because a contract has not been
salaries differ. There is a big
difference in a 2% increase when secretaries) ar e overloaded by signed. In additioh, Management
that's 2%-of $5,000 as opposed to the professors. There is poor refuses · to divert from board
2% of $15,000. The qualifications communication at all levels. policies to any degree on issues
for ranking here are ridiculous. There is no coordination between such as holidays and leave time
M.A. and B.A. degree people are civil service workers and work and does not see fit to negotiate
:
doing typing. People don't get put study students. There is also a certain issues because other
~A&-r'
·
The university conspiciously high turnover rate universities under the Board of
Governors do not currently enjoy
I GSU ~:f\0~~ em should be amongst civil service employees. similar
practices.
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Whereas th~ INNOVATOR
· staff being firatJstudents at GSU
and reporters ' second, we share
' the concern of ~ll students in this
time of crisis. T,he first concern of
all students should be getting a
quality education. However as
the current action of local mo of
the American Federation of
State, county, and Municipal
Employees seems to indicate
there is indeed a difference of
opinion on certa~ issue as they
· relate to a qUick and speedy
solution to the union grievances.
We at the INNOVATOR would
hope that bargaining at this ti.Jne
will be done in good faith a~
conscience and oormalacy: I.e.
· uninterrupted learning could
again take place-with all parties
in honest agreement on all issues.
. That the employees felt a need to
·demonstrate in behalf of their
position and the adminis~ation
expressed desire to negotiate
suggest the boundaries of the
dispute. Both and all parties
involved should truly attempt to
reconcile their respective
positions and think about the
consequences of such actions. We
hope the strike is soon settled and
· harmony again might return to
"our" campus. After aU the
function of this university is to
serve students!!
R.A.B.

.
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Com merit
By Tony Wardynski
The first thing one does is to call a strike of non-exempt civil
service workers. These are mostly secretaries and clerical
workers. Timing is important: So you sch~e it for the same week
that centralized registration is taking ~lace at an innovative
university where this type of ~ation bas never been done
before. The scene is thereby set for chaos on the part of bewildered
students and overworked scamps.
Plan to have your strike in the summer, when it's nice outside for
picketing. Also do it in 1lD unfmished building. That is, one in which
construction is still in various stages of completion: One in which a
lot of stuff is just hooked up temporarily.
The chances of a jury-rigged control system malfunctioning are
greater than those in a system which is permanently established.
Thus when the temporary system breaks down, for whatever
reason, repair and maintenance men are unwilling to cross picket
lines. U this control system is absolutely essential to the habitation
eX the building, such as in the case of regulating the heating and air
conditioning systell).S, the activities which are performed in this
location soon become difficult to perform.
Meanwhile, teamsters refuse to cross picket Jines as well. So no
·
food is delivered to the cafeteria.
After about a"week the faculty sympathetic to the strikers will
have made their show of force. The wives of teachers unsympathetic to the cause have ~ pushin.g the papers the strikers
normally would have. Their spouses have been doing other clerical
work. Everybody is swealing. Students begin questioning. Soo!l
they're not coming at all.

On Politico

(

American Style
The next move in the continuilyc Watergate afair is up to the new
president Gerald Rudolph Ford. Hurrying to put ~ caper in ~e
background, national media is praising the American syste.m of
justice while it attempts to make us all forget the gross injustices
and misconduct of tricky Dick and his cohorts. But wait; what ~
of justice is there for all the families of dead freedom fighters? ~
form.er president will be granted many fringe benefits from just
being president.
what kind of justice is it when a person can be locked up for
smoking pot but not for ordering the "cover up" of possible
crimes; even if that person happens to be a president of this
country?!! Strange indeed!!
There was little joy in watching Nixon sweat and drip as he
confessed to crimes (indirectly) and "ordered" all Americans to
understand the uniqueness of beiJ!B "the" _president of America.
Many knew that be was always just "A" president. I wonder~ now
he contemplates the poesible difference?
First we witnessed the hacking tongue of spiteful Spiro looking
straight into the camera lens saying what his boss called at the
time "regrettable".
Next we saw slic.k tricky Dick eat the samfi! mouthings. Now we
see and hear President Ford saying that he will continue the
programs instigated by Nixon and the big corpora~ons. Howard
Hughes, International Telephone and Telegraph, the ~stcould ~o on
and on. Is this man serious? After seeing and hearing ~es1dent
Ford stumble over a few words (it happens all the time) about
getting the best brains in the country together to deal with inflation
down went my hopes that for "minority" folks things will get better

----•••••••••••~-·~~~···•••••••------inthe
i~tefu~.~~~~ngthe~~be~g~
Would some of my fellow Amencans tell me how the Black and
-DoeAr
!::ditor:
United States entitled Education education by law.
poor folks in this country ever rise above the welfare state wben
I am interested in .orming an
association for parents of gifted
students in Illinois as soon as
possible. The lllinois Office of the
Superintendent of Public
··-Instruction bas provided us with
a department for gifted and
talented students. Howev.er, with
the present funds allotted the
.pro gr a m , I it tl e c a n be
· accomplished at present in the
\vay of identifying and providing
programs for the approximately
150,000 students in our state who
would qualify.
The former •United States
Commissioner of Education,
- ~idney P. Marland, presented a
report to the Congress of the

of the Gifted and Talented:
Report to the Congress or the
United. States, describing gifted
~~dents a__s "among the most_
neglected of those persons ·with
special educational needs"
within our school population. The
Illinois Plan £or Evaluation,
Supervi;ion, ~~d Re~ognition or
"'-'-ools states that " every school
"""'
·sions for
di·'stri·et sh.aH make p·'"ov
• 1
students of different talents,
intell~ctual capacities, and
·nterests." Being denied the
l

opportunity to develop in relation
to their abilities, our gifted and
talented students are in fact
being cheated of the right to their
Tbe Bummer

What fu lu re discovery,
invention, cure, work of art,
opera, or other greatness will
never come about because of the
lack of meeting the educational
needs of our special students?~
·.:nuch brain and talent, if left
undeveloped, go undeveloped
through life.
I plead and urge any parent or
other person interested in the
d ._,
d
education of gifted an uuente
students lo contact me for further
information at 2916 Grand
Avenue, Granite City, Illinois,
62040. Please enclose a stamped
self-addressed envelope.
Mrs. Lois Fitter
By Dou5llas Pilzer

It appears that the administration of G.S.U. has laid it on the

. .- - - - - - - - - - - • studeqts but good, when it passed policy on, the calendar, making
T~ the Innovator Staff:
classroom hours more. This put the students who work, in a bind,
· I applaud you and congratulate
because now those students will have an increased work load. Also,
you ~m the very fine job you are
this policy makes it harder for students who do not live in the area,
and willhave to almost with certainty have to come an ~a day.
doing with your informative and
innovative newspaper.
The administration seems to be so scared of getting accredited,
that it is losing its cool, and the motto will not be " quality
In particular, I like your latest
article on page 6 about our young
education" but " scared and traditional education." The
administration did not like keeping the eight week semester, and so
brother, Jerome Starks, and
what an outstanding job, .he is ' it "contrived an alternate route. Governors State must keep its
original plans of being an innovative school and not buc.kle under
doing in taking care of business.
I hope you will continue to pay
pressure, for if this school becomes ~a<\jtional then it will have lost
attention to our many students everything and there will be no gain if d.S.U. becomes just another
here at GSU and give them a
school.
well-deserved pat on the back.
Many faculty "members I have talked to, are disappointed in t~e
Keep up the•good work.
new calendar change because it loads ttlem up with extra work and
Sincerely'
burdens them from doing as good a job as students and faculty
should.
Harvey Grimsley
Let the administration know that they are playing an iR).portant
Student Information Counselor
role in keeping this school innovative. It seems wi~ cert~inl?', th~t
Community College Relations
the administration plays a very important role 10 policy 10 ~
· - - - - - - - - - - - - - school, and it appears they will have the fil_lal say ~or the role of this
Participa~te in the Chicano
school Wake up administration, and .-ealize the Importance ?f not
bucklin~ under pressure. Lets' not have any more new sudden
Moratorium on August 3lst. Help
defeat the Kennedy-Rodino bill
changes, and then everythin~ will remain cool. But also, let's
which will make it illegal for an
remedy the situation. One thing can be done by ~e. stud~nts and
e m p 1 o y e r to h i r e a n
that is to complain like the dickens. Let the admm1s~atJon hear
undocumented worker. Fight
your complaints and really criticize this ~a~~ent
racial prejudice. Join the BUMMER. Students, we can put pressure on the admtrustration,
Chicanos August 31st.
let's give them, for this bummer, all that they can handle, then
may be they'll realize, the student' s. displeasure. Fa~ulty, that
Be there at 1:00 p.m. at zapata
Park at the corner of 18th and
don't care for the policy of the admmtstratlon, complam, and do
Wood.
something with in your ability to show displeasure.

they are only living just enough for the city. Any city? The Office of
Economic Opportunity was taken apart by tricky Dick. Now how in
the world can a person expect someone to know how to " act" when
knowledge of "how to" is de.nied them? Black magic? It works but
now I'm taking about "white magic"; You kno-;v. That kind of .
magic that allows for the mesmerism of great educators astute
congressmen and that energetic nonsynergetic group called " the
fourth estate". The possibility exists of a conspiracy within the
power elite to detain, refrain and restrain the " uneducated'' from
becoming part of the gross national product except in the capacity
t · · t
h f th ·ty H
of pacifistic peons!! Indeed ivmg JUS enoug or e c1 . ow
d ti
f th
ed
f
much longer can the will an pa ence o e oppress masses o
Americans be ignored and suppressed? U what Ford said is to be
taken seriously then we already have his answer. The government
is cracking down with its oppressive hand. They have the dream of
stamping out resistance in this land. No, that was not a riot they
saw down in the slums. That was a dress rehearsal for things yet to
come.
It is so easy to gorgive all those people involved in the Watergate
affair if the question was one of sympathy. The question however
is; what areJhe systoms of a Watergate? Power, or what power
can/ will dn?
There are some people in this country both Black and White that
are fued of playing the waiting game as it relates to the question of
race separation. They wish only to be regarded as " human beings"
not Black nor White people. But bow can they en mass, when racial
separation is the prime motivation that is messing up the '!hole
nation?
To the question of a place for " them" to be somebody; th~re is
the answer: race separation (political) today. Race separation
{economic) tomorrow; race separation (social) forever!!
Remember George Wallace? To all of those persons in symj,athy
with this demagogy, - And if the cup you drink, the lip you press,
End in what all begins and ends in - Yes; Imagine then you ARE
what heretofore you WERE - hereafter you shall not be less.
H you on the other hand thirst for national peace and unity
amongst all peoples of this small space ship earth: Make the most
of what we .y et may spend, before we too irito dust descend; Dust
into dust, and under dust, to lie - Sans Wine, sails Songs, sans
Singer, and -sans End!.

INNOVATOR StaH
Herbert Williams
Editor In Chief
Ramonita Segarra
Assodate Editor
Robert A, Blue
News Editor
. ·_Tony Wardynskf
Associate Editor
· Doug. Pllzer
Journalist At Large
Re~inald Kelley

Business Manager
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Accreditation
~

I

l

Commeth
, As part of an application for
~ull accreditation, a self-study by
Governors State University bas
been accepted.
The Commission on Institutions
of Higher Education of the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools has also
authorized an evaluation team to
conduct a study of the report onsite between October 1, 1974 and
January 15, 1975.
Copies of the report are
available in the learning resource
center (library) at the university.
' It is the intent of the university
oo become fully accredited in the
spring of 1975.
A " recognized candidate for
accreditation" status was officially granted to Governors
State University in the spring of
1973.

Involved in the decision to
award recognized-caifdidate
status was the judgement that the
institution should be able to attain full accreditaton within a
three-year period.

i

r

SYRACUSE, N.Y. -A Ph. D.
I
in social science will be awarded
I
I
by Syracuse University to a
professor at Governors State
'Say, man, let's go beat up on lOme prolf!1tor1!'
University.
POLICY ON SMOKING REGULATIONS
Smoking is prohibited:
- in laboratories where a fire hazard exists
-in <enclosed) classrooms, conference rooms and theaters
-in the Learning Resources Center
-in gymnasium, handball court, multi-purpose room, swimming
pool and locker rooms.
Smoking is permitted:
-in common areas and corridors
- in the cafeteria dining area
- in offices of those who give their -consent.

I

. I

IndiVIdual units may impose further restrictions based ton
consideration of fire safety and/ or maintenance requirements.
Governors State University
applied for and achieved in July,
1970, correspondent status with
the North Central Accrediting
association, the first step in the
process leading to full accreditation.

The UNIVERSITY ADVOCATE offers the promise of a
new option and a better meanro of confidentially protecting
individuals.
.
It is the Advocates mission to insure the application of fair
institutional practices. The Advocate will confidentiaUy
investigate complaints of any individual attempting to
obtain a University response to a problem.
Dr. Paul G. Hill, the Universn.r Advocate here at GSU can
be contacted Monday thru Friday, nine o'clock thru four
o'clock and by appointment. His office is located on the first
floor near Student ~ervices.
If you think ly ou have been treated unfairly concerning
University business, see the Advocate.

I

I

Driver ·~~
•I
By GrantSteeve
'
1
Driver education for adults is
expensive. Colleges do notl get
reimbursed 50% of the cost such
as high schools do by the state !or
teaching to drive.
I
Mr . ~rotemeyer, dri.ffr:s
education teacher for Bloom ~
school, would be willing to tiach
driver education to the public at
GSU for $8.50 an bout.
He would be willing to tpve
seven hours of instruction to each
student. Four boU.rs ~woald "be·
devoted to classroom instruction
and 3 hours to behind the wheel
practice.
Mr. Grotemeyer would $\.l&)ply
the driving manuals for the class
and design a test if the stbcJents
want one.
'
He will not give d~iving
practice in a car with 1~ than
_ two students, as' this i.& against
state law.
.

• I
~echnI ¢a
1

The P• oposed Area Technical
Center in Robbins was discussed
by representatives of yarious
educational institutions at
Governors State University.
Included were:
- The uiuversity's role in the
area of vocational-technical
education and in the training of
educ.a tors for the field.
- The university's assistance in
t h e d e v e I o p _m e n t o f a
comprehensive vocational technical educational program
from the secondary anc
community college level~
througn tne Stu•or eollege Tevet.
- GSU's possible assistance in
the writing of the proposal for
Phase ll of the Area Technical
center in Robbins.
Ed Fauth trom Waubonsee
Community College in Sugar
Grove was a principal speaker.

Advocate
I

.

He rece, ~~~ his . masters P.~.
social work b-orn Wayne State
University at Detroit and B.A, in
sociology frOJD Paine College. at
Augusta, Ga.

•

David R. Burgest's dissertation
was "Language, Culture, and
White Supremacy." Published
articles from the dissertation
have been " Racist Use of the
English Language," in the Black
Scholar, and " Language in
Every-day Language and Social
Work Jargon," in Social Work
Journal.

I

1

I

by CclrDelius Jadlloa.
It is obvious that something is wrong with the nation's penal
system. An indication of thiS is the unrest and riots that are happening in institutions throughout the country. These rebellious
prisoners are not demanding plush and luxurious surroundings.
They are merely demanding to be "treated", and to be treated as
human adults.
·
Tbeir anger comes partially from the fact that they are isolated
for tbe purpose of safe rehabilitation. If the only " rehabilitation" is
serving time, or if following their since.re rehabilitative efforts, and
their reward is additional time from parole boards in order to
punish for retribution... " Due to the seriousness of the crime,
parole cannot be granted". Or "parole at this time would reduce
the seriousness of the Crime and won't deter others from committing this crime". Knowing this will be the reaction of the parole
board the individual is unlikely to change in any positive way. In
fact he is likely to regress because he had been led to believe that
his task was to learn, and to be rehabilitated. Now be knows his real
task is to be punished for his past behavior.
Understanding, genuine concern, humane treatment, and change
and growth counseling are the necessary tools. Those tools are the
.-nost valuable assets a staff member of a correctional institution
can possess. They need to bel utilized to the utmost;
most penitentiaries peila.lize and rP.Strict employees with such
attributes. Those who do not practice these things do something
else. For example, the execution of authority is not exercized
successfully by the use of unlimited profane language while ad·
dressing an individual Also, shouting does not accentuat£
authority.
It seems to me that more respect and recognition of authority can
be achieved by respecting and considering your fellow man's
feelings, even when he is an inmate. Although a man is imprisoned,
be is still a man. and in most instances with all the deep feelings
and emotions. He needs to be treated as such.
.
The fact that so many of the managers and architects of
prison/ criminal justice systems fail to realize is that most anyone
can be sentenced to the penitenhary, no matter what his social
position. Look at the aftermath of the Watergate Affair. If one is
found guilty of a felony; one is subject to be imprisoned. Perhaps
the managers and architects of the cruninal justice systems need
only remember one very trite type of thing as they design and
operat~ prisons... " And, the second commandment is like unto the
.first, love thy neighbor as thyself'"

\

~

t

Criminal Justice Vs.
Rehabilitation

I
\

Burgest Awar.+ed
Ph.D.
lI

Dr. Burgest bas been
university professor of social
work in the College of Human
Learning and Development at
Governors State University since
January, 1973. Previously he was
assistant professor of social work
at Syracuse University, and
associate professor of psychology
at State University of New York
system, Upstate Medical
Cooperative College center.

David Burgest .

The Skulker

Rescinds
Rumor has it (and ~ place abounds in rumors) that my last
column shook up a few people. That's well and good. That's wbat
it's supposed to do. It is written to open the eyes of those wbo feel
that this place is heaven. So Leo Wagner was done justice and Bill
Whited feels he was done an iQjustice.
1>iscourse with an Innovator staHer has confirmed the ambiguity
that resulted in·Bill feeling that my verbal slight was in fact a
..slam" at him. My purpose was not to ''slam" anybody: But I
really wonder that anybody would be getting uptight about being
described as "half mouth and half ear". I really am more ~
responsible than ..to stoop to petty name calling anyhow. It would
seem though that rational people could differentiate between the
fact and the fiction in my writings. True, the use ol the word "if" in
the comment about the seriousness of the job of Student Assistant
Dean might be interpreted as a "slazg". The editors should have·
noted that and deleted it. There's nothing sacred about mine or
anybody else's copy.lfitneedsediting, it should be edited.
To set the record straight, being Student Assistant Dean is hard
enough without having to worry about nameless writers taking
pokes at you. Pokes I did not take. I said you di~n't get a lot of
feedback. I'm sure you could use more. That's why I mentioned
it-so people would come and see their Student Assistant Deans.
Likewise they should be aware of what the Assembly is doing. I
chose to bring attention to those in a humorous manner as that is
the style of writing with which I feel most comfortable. That's
really a more positive way to get people's attention than to overtly
knock something or someone.
Enough of this seiiousness.
Kudos to Innovator staffers on the last issue. It was a marked
improvement over past ones. Could be there's hope for you ye_t.
Just keep your pudent egos out of it and it will take shape and form
and symmetry like you wouldn't believe.
Would you believe thievery still haunts this idyllic setting? Chess
club members do. Their clocks have been ripped off. Too bad
somebody doesn't abscond with the one by the theatre that's been
incorrect and often non-functional for months.
By the way, HLDers have joined the ranks of " roasties and
foasties". Hang in there gang. The controls for the air conditioning
sho'u ld be operable Qy next month. 'Course by then frost will be on
your pumpkin anyway. At least that will get rid of the weeds
obscuring parking lot exits.
Meanwhile, centralized registration has reared its ugly bead.
.~e lines are long; the curse is cast. This place is beconiing·
traditional much too fast.
And bow about the doubling of contact hours? 1 guess that's one
way to get people to campus on Saturday. It's also a good way to
scare a lot of potential students off. But then again who needs
students anyway? This place has enough second class peoos
(students>. If you really think this place is geared for your needs,
then you're either a faculty member or an administrator. If you're
a student you're not that naive.
So you see, even the Skulker can be cynical aiid bitter. But
always with a purpose in mind. To try to make this place what its
ideals proclaim to be.
Hang loose, be free but watch yourseH: Lest the Skulker see you
and write you up.
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Mini

Action

Iregional, and national resources even yet completely identified,
are n~and available to help yet alone understood.
A group of Harvey
the identified pro6lems-: Harvey and surrounding
businessmen, in cooperation with
communities in. Thornton
Finally,
MAPS
plans
to
design
Governor!;; State University, have
: and imple~t several mini- Township have experienced and
launched a program for
action projects in cooperation are. experiencing a decline in
community self-help in the
, spirit,
1\:Vith existing __!ocal org~t~!lS community mGrale_
Harvey Area.
1and to utilize-resources in solving desire, and ability to improve
· The program, called "Mini, specific problems that have been their social and physicalAction Projects MAPS) '', funded
<identified.
environment. ThiS is evidenced
principally by the businessmen, I
As a neutral third party or by statements of community
will initially be for two years
catalyst, president Wm. leaders, expressed opinions · by
under the administration of the
Engbr~tson stated, ·~GSU will V a i" i 0 U S g 0- U p S- a· n· a
University with an adyisory
match resources wherever they organizations, and a walk or ride
council of Harvey resiifents,
exist with problems identified by along Dixie Highway and
business, civic, and political
a r e a s 0 -f 'fb. e
the coinmunity." In other words, s J
leaders.
the University will try to effect, communities.
Conceived at an informal
We are co.nfident that
but not impose solutions to
session of a Harvey business
Governors State University's
existing problems.
leader and President W~.
10 delinea"ting the problems it MAPS effort will have a major
Engbretson, the new program for faces , the project director, impact on the physical .antl social
community self-help has three Donald Howorth emphasized structure of Harvey and thus in
objectives:
that: "T he proce ss·-01 its ·aggregate affect become an
First, the program will seek to suburbanization , with its
imp·ortant phenomenon in the
identify what socjal and
attendant population shifts, community.
environmental problems exist in contiliues to pose an awesome
The MAPS program is not a
the Harvey-Thornton Township array of problems for Harvey. community study based upon the
area.
The past decade has beer ttheoretical methodologies or
~ondly, the program will also
haunted by · this develop.mem conceptualizations, but rather an
seek to· identify what local, state,
whose full implications are not
aOBERT A. BLUE

r

e ec ted

Prospects
,actjon project directed to_w{lrgs

alternative education;

developing results through

ureen, police and criminal

.formulation , implemetitation,

justice; Wm. KatZ and Rhea

and. supplementation of
programs within the respective
.units of the Harvey .community/'
Tile success or failure of the
MAPs- program is greatly

Bertelli, nutrition and
educational programs for -~
elaerly; Charles Olson ,
co-mmercjal- industrial"
development; Calista Koval and
Sheldon Mendelson, vocationaltechnical education; Robert
Kelley and AI Sorenson,
industrial needs -survey; L. V.
Fenn_oy, Russ . HoUister, and
Di.xon .Bush, hospital
administratiqn program; Paul
Leinberger and Ed Miller,
regional industrial commission;
Burt Collins, cooperative
placement; and Paul Schranz,
Harvey phot():documentary.
Members of the Administrative
staff have attended numerous
developmental and planning
meetings in the Harvey area so
far, with the expressed purpose
that out of these meetings will
grow increased GSU involvement
·
in t~e communfty.

~ependenf -on ~ - ~rt It

receives from the University
community. Towards that eng,
the University has made a total
commitment to thEt MAPS.
program as part of its mandate
for community service. The
MAPS staff actively seeks the .aid
of faculty, staff, and students i.n
helping in the many project
areas.
Many faculty and staff
members are already lending
continued support to the MAPS
effort. Some of these people and
their areas of involvement, are:
Larry McCleJJan, human
services; Sonny Goldenstein, Ken
Silber, Bi)l B.oline, Dave Burgest,·
Jim Laukes, and Becky K~er,

Agt-anffOr the devel0p1uent of
environmental educatio·n
leadership pe-rsonnel for
. ·secondary sch.ool districts has
,been received by Governors State
University.
The project will help some of
the more profes.sionally con'cerned classroom teachers
develop potential as envir-onmental education "leaders,
who possess both the knowledge
and skills needed to aid other
·classroom teachers in improving
environmental education in their
school districts.
The grant by the U.S Office of
Education for $33,000 to the
Board of Governors, matched
with $33,000 from State of Illinois
Funds, will provide for the
participation of one science
teacher and one social studies
teacher from each of 15 school
districts in the greater Chicago
·area.
During the training phaSe,
participants will engage in lO
day-long in-service sessions.
Dr. James Joseph Gallagher,
university professor of science
education in the College of Environmental and
Applied
Sciences, who will ·direct -the
-project, said the sessions will be
-ieSi~q.ed to:
- Improve knowledge of the
causes, consequences, and ways
of solving environmental
problems.
. Increase knowledge of and
skill in utilizing materials and
strategies for environmental

Financial Information

uca on.
-Enhance knowledge-and skills
in leadership androres, including
that of change agentry .
Dr, Gallagher explained:
"Since environmental concerns
have been popularized, many
plans have · been formulated for
introducing and improving environmental edueation for all
segments of · our society,
especially the schools. Encouraged by guidelines set iorth
by the U.S. Office of Environmental Education and other
spokesmen for the contemporary
environmental movement,
developers of these plans have
included interdisciplinary concepts, pro·Olem solving and
decision making techniques, land
use concepts, ecological interrelationships, values structures, and other concepts and
skills which are crucial to understanding · e.nvironmenta1
issues and .Qealing- with them
effectively. However, while these
are advances in planning quality
envi.t:onmental education
programs, they engender a
significant problem in iriiJ?lementation.
"What is needed is a m~!IS~
which' clasSroom teachers can
sufficiently upgrade their
background.
"Expected competencies
(objectives) for participants will
be in three groups: environmentrelated objectives, educationrelated objectives, and leader~ ship-related objectives."

Chicago ... The
Illinois . policy affects t he need for participation by e,riv\te lenders·
various forms of financial aid. in the loan program, including an
Economic and Fiscal
Commission Monday (August 12)
If tuitions are raised, the allowance to help defray the costs
Released a major staff report on
commission's staff says, most of making loans, and more
financial aid to Illinois college students will have to pay a emphasis on student Joan activity
students. IEFC chairman, state greater share of the costs of their in awarding state money for
Senator Cecil Partee CO- education. About 83% of the deposit in ban.ks.'
Chicago) said the report wiD help students surveyed said that if
One alternative to the current
to insure that, "futur~ decisions tuition went up sharply, they program would t?e to have the
would continue their education by state lend directly to st)Jdents.
about financiill aid can be made
with a clearer understanding of seeking work and loans. The The report recommends a
the current situation, thereby other 17% who we.re already feasibility study of this approach.
avoiding serious miscalculations working and borrowing heavily,
Another alternative is _an
that could prove fatal to . the said they would be less likely to ccincome-co.nHngent " Joan
educational aspirations of some continue their education. The program, in which the amount
IEFC staff report concludes that repaia by the student depends o_n
students."
The study, titled: Student a 'tuition increase would mean a how much money he earns after
Financial Aid . in OUnois: A significant rise in demand 'for college. Thus, studen,t s who reap
Program Evaluation, includes an work ana loan programs.
greater economic benefits from
The economic and fiscal
analysis of the response of over
college pay more of the cost of
3,000 illinois public university commission's director, Dr. Mark their educations. However, the
students to a staff survey sent out Chadwin, described some of Ole IEFC staff report concludes that
report's f -ind ings and
last November.
· this approach, intended to
recommendations, including:
The typical Illinois Public
stimulate demand for loans, is
Students applying for financial
University student's annual
not needed at this time. The main
aid must often fill out a confusing problem at present·is to insure an
college costs are about $~
welter of forms-the report
$2700. The r~port analyzes five
adequate supply of loan funds,
recommend~ that these be
major sources of funds and finds
rather than to get more students
simplified, probably. to Qne ,tQ borrow.
that an average of 31% of
.
standard form ;
students' money comes from
The report notes that earnings
•Nonrepayable assistance and from school year and summei
simuner jobs, 23% from school
loans play a more important role jobs account for about 59% of the
year employment, 23% from
in the budgets of low income
parents , 16% from
average student's funds.
·students,
but low income parents Approximat-ely 48% of the
"nonrepayable''
assist ance
as well as middle income parents students surveyed said they haq
(grants, scholarships, tuition
still
make a considerable jobs this school year, but 62% said
waivers), and 7% from loans.
financial
effort to send their they ·had they had sought jobs,
Even students from families
children to co11ege;
earning over $20,000 financed
leaving an "unemployment rate"
•small businessmen seem to be
more than naif of their college
of 23%. This "unemploymen~
unfairly treated by the current rate" was found to be higher
costs through " self-help" (work
method of determining how much among students in low and
and loans).
aid a student needs;
Scott Nixon, AISG chairman
middle income groups.
*The illinois State Scholarship
said, "when you translate the
According to the report, the
Commission should institute school year undergraduate
percentages into dollars ,
tighter monitoring to detect unemployment rates are:
students and their parents pay on
fraudulent aid applications; and North~stern illinois University
Please attenl;l the next
-anaverage.of$2100/ yr. to attend
•studies
should
be
made
of
New
office
hours
for
the
Veteran's
Club meeting at the
college, and nonrepayable
12%; Governor's Stat~ University
students who do not win state 13%; University of Illinois, veterans affa-irs office were student services conference room
assistance. averases_only $4~ .••
scholarships to find out whether.
· announced by acting coordinator at five o'clock on September 3.
"Committees' have studied
Chicago Circle 15%; Chicago
without that. aid, they cannot -Sta te 20%; Sangamon State Leo M. Kellyn. They are Monday ~t the latest on the bills in
st11dent aid programs for years,','
through Friday, 10 A.M. to 4:00 Congress. Apply now for $250.00
attend college for f inancial
Nixon said, "but this is the first
IJriiversity 13'lr; University of
P.M.
reasons.
to be earned under the outreach
report in Illinois that I know of
Illinois, Urbana 21 %; Southern
Generally , th ough , the
pro-gram.
that accurately shows the crucial
Illinois-Carbondale 33%i
scholarship
commission
seems
to
importance of student
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville
The GSU Child care center will be delayed m opening until
administer the monetary award
. employment. "
22%; Illinois State University January 2, lg"75, following complet~on 'Of the facility renovation
1
program efficiently, acco.Fding to
' 1 don't see ho..w anyone can
24%; Eastern Iliinois about November l, 1974. Originally it was hoped the opening would
Chadwin.
read this report, see bow
University 25%; Northern illinois be September 1, 1974.
Chadwin noted tl:lat there has
financ.ially strapped students and
Thereare115applications for the GSU Child Care-center. Names
University 26%; Western illinois
their families are, and been a "dramatic decline'' over University 29%.
may be placed on a waiting list in university student-services.
recommend a tuition increase,'' the past year .i n the state's
The Vick farmhouse on Dralle road just east of the railroad
student loan program, largely
Nixon said.
· crossing an<l the Cardox factory will be the site of the child care
The IEFC staff report because of federal regulations. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - center.
examines each source of money This has made it harder for
Any child between the ages of 2-l/ 2 and 9 will be eligible.
ADV~RTISING
middle income students to obtain
in detail, and ends with a
Parental association with GSU is not required.
discussion of arguments for and low-cost college loans, he said. adJertise in the innovator Hours will be 7:45a.m. to 10 p.m. Monday through Friday,, and, in
The report examines some
against raising tuitions at public
- - - - - - - - - - - - - addition, the GSU Child Care center will be ogen Saturday
ways
of encouraging
universities, especially as tuition
morning.
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GLEN KLAUS:.WORKIN'
AND LIKIN I .IT

.RAMONITA SEGARRA
. Within GSU's walls is a very
Important corner where work is a
must. Enclosed in a cage like
warehouse you'll find Glen Klaus
earning a living and enjoying it.
Glen is GSU's Central Store's
supervisor. Once storekeeper for
EAS, assistant manager in the
retail business for twenty years,

Glen says he likes fin; job just fine
even though it is hard work.
Being supervisor pf Central
Store keeps him quite busy· His ·
job cons.i sts of receiving all of
GSU's shipments, doing
summary repol't&, .taking •
inventory and keepting .GSU's
tin •
offj ces an d Cen tr a1 . D_u~11ca g ·
stocked. Glen works w1th Bob

Jensen, storekeeper, and with·
Tony Conway, receiving clerk.
In addition to being "a full. tilne '
employee, Glen works as a
volunteer fireman for Crete
Township. He has, for the past
thirteen years, answered 140
'Calls a year ·receiving only
insurance benefits, the reason .
being that he finds the work ·

exciting. Sometimes be bas a lot ·
of calls during the week which be
loses sleep over but he still gets
up and heads for Central Store
where he is needed.
Glen bas resided in Crete for
sever alyearsandlivesonaihree
acre farm WI.th his w
· ife, Lo"1s, b"15 ·
daughter , Barbara, who attends
Prarie state, and has a married
son, Tom. At home he keeps busy
cutting the lawn, raising a

garden, and fishing when be gets"
the chance.
Since he has worked bard all
year, he looks forward to
camping out in the mount,ains of
Colorado in two weeks. Glen is a
happy person and doesn't seem to
let anything get bim down. He
feels it is good for him to work
and to work bard, that is bow he
enjoys life.

Age Before Beauty j
Pearls Before Swine
An "age before beauty"
building describes the new
permanent Phase I facilities of
new Governors State University.
"The Bankers Rust" also
describes the Cor-Ten steel
racing of GSU, the Chicago Civic
center, and 500 other buildings.
The present panorama of rust
will pass with the inevitable
change in color and tone,
according to the United States
Steel producers.
'
The uneven ap~rance of rust
will be replaced by an even
brown, a very deep brown with a
hint of purple highlights, as
evidenced by the Chicago Civic
centex: as one of the most
attractive, impressive buildings
in the Chicago Loop.
The history of Cor-Ten steel is
intriguing. Ironically (no ptm
intended), it was a world famous
architect rather than "the
manufacturer who conceived the
idea of its use for a building. ,
Cor-Tim has more strength
"than ordinary steel, and it has
additional characteristics of
durability when exposed to
weather. This is because chrome
and nickel, plus a little copper,
are added to the steel at the mill
that it acquires special color
characteristics.
After exposure to the weather,
it oxidizes, providing the rust,
which is granular and flakes
away. Mter repeated . wettings,
the rust ultimately. is washeq_
away. But the base oxide gives
the steel a permanent protective
coat.
Cor-Ten was develo[>ed in 1953
to reduce maintenance and
extend the life of railroad coal
cars, or hoppers. For the next few
years, it was used in several
ways in heavy industry.
There is grief to go through

Join the
pollution fighters.
They' re just people. Doctors.
lawyers, vice presidents. professors . kids. cops. cabbies.
comptrollers. pilots. plumbers. nurses. models. People
like you. Write For: Pollution
Booklet. P .0 . Box 1771. Radio
City Station. New York. N.Y.
10019.

People Start Pollution.
People Can Stop lt.

Keep America Beautiful

while Cor-Ten buildings have
their growing pains. In its rusty
stage, fall-off from Cor-Ten
staiqs adjacent materials .
Concrete or marble on the ground
or masonary in a building can be

stained.
" The day you dedicate a
building, it always looks the
worsl," says Lewis Brunner, a
U.S. Sleel regional manager in
Chicago.
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Edited By Tony Wardy nski

Food for the Future
By Tony Mallin
Kwashiorkor is a, nutritional disease of infants and children
occurring chiefly in Mrica due to lack of protein. It is characterized
by edema, potbelly and a change in skin pigmentation. It takes a
deadly toll of children in the underdeveloped nations.
How are theBlue Whale, and other baleen whales, related to this
tragedy? The Blue Whale purses its young with a high-protein milk
that enables the calf to gain 200 pounds a day for seven months.
Since scientists are exploring·all kinds of plants and animals for
future ~oo? sources it is amazing that the whales are not given the
hfgh pnonty they des~rvefor this purpose by these same scientists.
To benefit humankind it is time scientists researched the baleen
~hales for_dev~loping and harvesting their high-protein milk. Such
~gh-protem milk c~uld be made into ~wdered form and dlspensed
m capsules for th~ benefit of Kwashiorkor children and
malnouris,hed individuals of all'ages. This should not sound any
more improbable than putting a man on the moon and it should be
just a$ possible, if the same kind of effort is put t>e'hind it. After all,
the female baleen whales are already cows-<:ows of the sea-and
the Blue Whale, as all baleen whales, have a compartmented
stomach not unlike that of the farmer's cow-and they browse the
ocean plankton jliSt as their land counterparts browse the
meadows.
But what are we doing to these elusive and majestic whales that
are.a wond~ul creation and possible vital human food source?
They are bemg exterminated! Japan and Russia are plundering the
whales to their last r~mnants, to such an extent that they may be
unable to r~p~te m the _future. Some species may already have
reached this _pomt. Japan ts so flagrant in its overexploitation of
whales that 1t hunts under South American flags to circumvent
whale quotas. Japan has depleted the total world population of the
~argest creature on this earth, the Blue Whale, to the extent that it
ts rarely seen. Japan has deviously reclassified the remaining
infant B_lue Whales as Pygmy Blue Whales, supposedly a species
newly diScovered for. exploitation, so that it can npt be accused of
destroying the remaining infant Blue Whales that must serve as a
source of breeding stock for the Bh,te Whales to make a comeback
for survival.
Japan and Russia are destroying not only the great whales but
~o their own whaling industry, and then going down the chain of
life to t~e other ocean species and depleting them too. They not only
extermmate the whales but also decimate the smaller whales the
dolphins, and, as the smaller whales now get rare, they fish out the
smaller, non-whale, marine life. Japan has so fished out the
Sockeye Salmon off Bristol Bay, Alaska, that the United States and
canadian Sockeye Salmon catch was reduced by 93% in a recent
season. That same season the Japanese in an incomprehensible
ma~er inc~ed their eaten by 500%. Thus the whale should be
cons1dered as a barometer of what the Japanese are doing to our
oceans. Therefore, to prevent it from extinction, the whale must be
mad~ the rallyin~ point for concerned nations to thwart Japan from
spec1es by species destruction of marine life until the ocean
ecos!ste:n c?ll~pses. Nature thrives on diversity and as each
spec1es lS eliminate! from nature the quality of the ecosystem
~ependent on those species deteriorates to the point of sterility as it
lS shQr:n Qf_its various forms of creation.

Whales belong to the mammalian order Cetacia, which includes
the- suborders Odontoceti (toothed whales and dolphins) and
M~ticeta (whalebone whales). The latter strain plankton
(microscopic marine flaura and fauna) through bony plates in their
upper jaws. The Blue Whale is one of these whalebone whales
representing the genus Balenaeptera. Thus it and other members
of this genus are called baleen whales.
Mallin makes the statement in his article, reprinted from the
July Chicago Audubon Chapter's Compass, that Japan's actions
could cause the marine ecosystem to collapse. The implications of
that are frightening. It seems inconceivable that one nation could
destroy an entire ecosystem. Yet there are a number of other
factors which very well could. Like the Mercury this country ~d
others dump into the oceans. Humans have becoJVe very
comfortable. We can always adapt. We can change the
environment to iit our needs. Maybe some of us feel the whales
have become obsolete arid should be systematically eliminated.
Now there's a really frightening if seemingly far-fetched idea. B.ut
think about it. Isn't that exactly what our cowboy economy
deman~? That we use up a resource in one area and then go to
another to get some more, leaving the land plundered. And when
it's gone in our country we can get it from technologically
·
underdeveloped countries.
But where do we get a whale from, once it's gone? How do we
replace a biological resource? With another species?
One can come up _with a very simplistic question about an
endangered species: What difference does it make if there are no
more tigers or Blue Whalesf
What effect does eliminating one species have on an ecosystem?
We don't know. So how can we justify doing it? We have just
scratched the surface in terms of knowing about the oceans. They
are a ·component in the worldwide climactic system. We're just now
beginning to understand how-that works. We're too ignorant in too
many areas to proceed in the direction in which we are going. We
can't continue to eliminate species and not expect dire
consequences. Species diversification in an ecosystem is necessary
for the simple reason that if a given ecosystem has but a few
species and that ecosystem drastically changes, those few species
may not be able to adapt : With more species available the chances
that one or more will survive are increased. We as humans can not
afford to sit idly by and watch species exterminated, for whatever
reasons. We're the species with the brains.
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Sain de Baive wrote: " There
are sovereign woras-, ' words
stronger than monarchs more
dreadful than troops, words alive
like people, dangerous like
conquerors, absolute like tyrants,
unmerciful like executioners."
And Friencourt says : " Are not
the ideas that iare imposed, but
the sonorous phrases, the
words." And these ideas do not
seem to be removed far from
rea lit~
Words lose ttieir meaning and a
new set of circumst ances
demands a new use of terms. I
spOke, dotTong ago, to a GreeK
UOIJP consis~g of people of
every class. I knew but two of
them. I attempted to find out
what sort of people I had to deal
with. I talked with someone who
gave me the impression that the
whole world rested on his
shoulders.
This happened before my
speech. Then I gave a 15 minute
speech and the audience spent 15
minutes listening to me and
didn't even understand what I
was talking about! The reason
was, that I o_verestimated the
intellectual level of my audience.
I used high class expressions and
Hgurative words which
astonished them but which, at the
same time, provoked a multitude
of arguments. When those people
started to argue, it became clear

to me that they misunderstood
my speech. Then I said: "Ok you

are absolutely right. I was wrong
before," and I repeated very
simply what i had just said. But I
used very common, plain words.
The arguments automatically
were over. This example means,
at least to myself, that we must
use the particular kind of
language which our conversionist
understands. Otherwise we get
.into arg_uments which would not
occur if we realized that we
really were in agreement.
It happens many times not to
be in agreement with our communicator. Then we at least know
where we disagree and why. And
there is always a hope to reach a
solution, if you know what the
problem is.

i

,.

The propel: and precise use of
words is therefore the most
important criterion. The ideas
are of less importance. Anti this,
m spite of tne tact tnat the
brightest books of the world are
devoted to those who believe in
ideas and who fight for them. Tne
cdmmon people do no apprec.tate
ideas. They · evaluate an idea
from the way it sounds. How
many times don't we hear the
phrase, "it sounds good?" And
assiduously avoid the process of
logic.
The selection and use of the
right word at the right place, is
the credo of the journalistic
world.
l.Jpon the words whic;h employ
juring their campaign also
Jepends the election of
politicians. Because it is a fact
that there are key-words which
open all the doors and there are,
on the contrary, words which
open no door at all. II you choose

-~
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by Tom caravaselas
One can take under consideration many factors when
evaluating an essay, treatise, or
whatever part of literature it
happens to be. As a consequence,
one may employ mafty-eriteria to
judge a paper.
Points of view from which we
may look at a paper are: the way
the thoughts occur, the manner
the syllogisms are built up, the
process that the arguments
follow, the presentation of ideas
and so on.
Of great significance is also the
use of commas, pauses, quotation
marks, exclamation marks,
m~phors and many other
figures of the language.
The most important role of the
scene, however, plays the
language itself: the words.
We all know that man today
does not have much time to sift
critically the multitude of ideas
with which the news media
bombards him everyday. As a
consequence he accepts them
hastily with their oratorical
form, in the main. In other words
man is a consumer of words.
Most of the people live in a world
not of things but of words. This is
particularly true for the followers
of Communism who do not
believe ir. the communistic
reality but its opposite, communistic terminology.
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the former you go to Washington
and if you choose the latter you
sink into obscurity.
Our social relations depend in a
great part of our word-power.
With tbe use of words you can
either make yourself or break
yourselt. U you have any obljection ask yourself why you
~dn 't get that well-paid job for
which· ydu were interviewed the
other time.
Another reason r. choose this
criteripn of the word-power is
this: when I first came in the
U.S. fifteen months ago, I did not
have th~ slightest idea about
what -.vas going on in this country. My • vocabulary was very
limitedla.(ld therefore inadeauate
to allow me to read newspapers,
books, and understand what was
~ppenin,g . Then I appreciated
the va.l ue of the words and I
decided td enrich my :vocabulary.
Some I ~ed. And I observe
that th~ more words I know the
more ideas come to my mind, and
the more~ware of what is happening

tam.

V.F. W. Lacks COlor
.r

Doug Pllzer
1be Veterans Of Foreign War
recently bad their national
convention and it was held in
Chicago. This was a somewhat
colorfulless event. The only
ex-citing thing that came out of
this convention was the speech by
president Gerald Ford.
Otherwise this convention was
very unconventional.
Some of the ideas of the
convention were based on the
idea of American patriotism and
following the foundation of our
country. One idea that was stated
over and over was having a
strong national defense policy
and the reason being so ~
United States can maintain its
sense of being a power nation of
first class.
Much that was mentioned was
the historic aspects of the

> S~of

constitution and above all else the
American flag.
Another important aspect of
the convention was keeping the
n~ ti on in a traditio nal
perspective. That pretty much
meant instilling loyalty in our.
young and a growing need for our
young people to respect our

CO:~

the VFW dealt with

was whether to grant amnesty to
the people who~ this country·
The VFW de!lt with not allowing
for amnesty and called for action
to be taken instead The VFW
position is tbat one should fight
for the country even if they were
against it. -They Jtept asking what
gives the people who want to flee
'from a war the right to. They also

w a n t' a r e e d u c a t i o n a J ,
hospital~tion, and job offerings.
We aU h8ve a responsibility to
make ,sure the Vietnam vets get
the sameaccej)tance that World
War II veterans got. The Vietnam
vets are Inot getting acceptance
or the lfPe of recognition tbat
11ey deServe.

....

It appears that the Vietnam

vets are getting the short end of

the stick. Let's realize tbat
bowe~e~ unpopular the Vietnam
war was, there were still people
who gave their life for this
country. The basic issue it seems
fair tO' say is the people who fight
for their country deserve to be
treate4 with respect If we do not

treat them with respect.then we.
'deserVe to get no respect ·from
sc:emed to neglect the fact that · them. America let's be a great
Vtetnam vets should have •the nation and let the Vets of the
same benefits of the World War II Vietnam war have the same
veterans.
benefits as the World War II vets.
The benefits tl;te Vietnam vets
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decisions and so the pbarmicist
I •
The American Phanhac~uticat needS to recognize this problem.
Association convened fn Chicago Sometimes the dOctor makes
and dealt with
types of inistakes and can give the wrong
problems on how a l>haJ'micist medicine. The pharmicist can
should take his own re$ponsibility remedy thiS by checking back
in dealing with drugs and his with the doctor and getqng the
reponsibility in dealing ~ith his right medicine and dosage
clients. Tlie pharmicist must corrected.
Anoth~r important point is that
understand the clieni he is
medicine should be taken at
dealing with.
1
Another major problem the certain times of the day and this
pharmicist must deal with is be must be made clear on the
must be able to understand the instructions by the pharmicist.
doctor and attempt te aid the .Usually the best times to take
doctor in making the right choice medic.ine is before meals. The
in helping the patient get t~e medicine seems to work better at
right kind of medicine the cliept those times. One of the most
needs. Tbe doctor just. cloes ~t serious problems and confusing
have aU the time to make prOblems is thi takiDg- of inore

by Doug Pfizer

all/

J

~

than one drug at the same time.
Certain drugs do not mix well and
can lead to serious implications•.
sometimes resulting ·in death.
-Their have been a 11umber of
deaths b·e cause of serious
chemical reactions which are
hard to explain.
One of the biggest problems
dealt with at the convention was
the idea ~t we have become a
· dnJg oriented society and this can

.Registra-t ibn Drive
The Association of lllinois
Student Governments <AISG)
announced today the ''kick off"
for a comprehensive nonpartisan Student ·voter
Regi-stration Drive. The
Association which reptesent-s
over 200,000 college students on 22
Illinois campuses anticl~tes the
establishment of an Illinois
student electorate through
AISG's efforts in student voter
registration.
Student members of AISG will
not only ,·egister students-at their
campus address, but will alsoprovide for the first time
accurate data . and analysis on
s t u d e n t v o t e r p a n ,e r n s .
AISG's · Student .Voter
Registration Drive will establish
procedures and ... a network
necessary t o -.maint.ai-n the
continuous· effort of registering
st ud e nt vot ers and the
subsi stence of a student
electorate.
AISG's pilot project at Lewis &
Clark Commu_nity Colle;ge , ·
Godfrey, Illinois, has played an
important role in laying the
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a¢ 1order to have better . health we

.To ,O·:to

sleep many~ !IS ~re takin8 P!Js.
To wake up· iti the morning--and
even simply.juat to relax. Most of
usos eem to be rod on pills as a car
is run on gas. ~t's realize that
drugs are not ~t we11eed to run
us and we can J)robably_live much
better if we start taking our own
responsibility and start .keeping
our ~ in better health. In

need to get much more exercise

~n most of us are getting. We

ust improve our eating habits
by eating more balanced meal.
.And we can improve our mental
·state by learning how to relax
;more and taking it easy. If we
Itake our own responsibility than
we will not need to depend so
much on drugs and we will have
· better health.

'

r
~

.. .\(lfntNrAt:

ground-work for AISG's 21 other
camP.lJSe5. Over 600 of tbe 900
summer students at Lewis. &
Clark Community College filled
out a computerized voter
information card during their
regular. campus registration and
nearly 100 students registered
during the first two hours of
registration Wednesday. 10% of
the students who filled oUt the.
computerized card stated - that
they- would like to work on the
Student Voter Registration
Drive. The success of the pilot .
pro]ect ·indicates that the,
student voting population is
highty responsive to non-partisan
student organizing for v ote.r
registration.
AISG bas. .outlined an $18,000
budget to assure the succe_s s of a
statewide
comprehensive
Student Vot~r Registration
Drive. Support and donations for
the drive will be fulfilled on a ,
voluntary non-partisan basis. All
contributions may be directed to
Rus-s Davis, Student Voter
Registration Project Director. . l
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The-- lnn·o vato.r ·
. is the student publication of the Governors State University. It has -b een and sure
will. remain the object of criticism from the University community
not covering
events tha~ some members,of the community may ·consider top. We start~ with hardly
an_y staff, little money and little news items. But we don't think that this exbu.se holds
any· ~ter, particularly that we serve a community of good and 'kindly~ple.ln order
to brin9. to the public eye events and ideas, in the University and tfle SfJrrounding
communities, we are appealing to all members to write for the IN NO\{ ATOR, work in
its office, photograph events in the areas that we serve and live in, and generally to
support it as their paper. Also aside from purely engaging in issues and ~nS'NerS relevant
. to academics, we deal in people and their business. We aecept individu~l articles, report
obituaries, announce child·bifths, help convey messages to lovers/ dear ones and
~quaintances far and_n~ar. We also will advertise you( product at rel~tively moderate
oost to you. . .
.
Support your .Universi!Y ne~paper ..Wrhe for the INNOVATOR. No experience is
neected; Howe~er, th~ decision about what should be published at a.given time remains,
the ultimate · d~cisio n of.
of the INNOVATOR.
. the man'a~ement staff'
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on Blue
By Tony Wardynsld
Blue is. . . the.color of the sky
between the clouds. It is the
wavelength of light (1.5
angstoms) reflected baclrto us· by
the atmosphere after being
reflected from the earth. Its
source, like that of all the energy
for our biosphere, is the sun. ·
Blue . . . the color of a
microdot. That's one hit of acid.
It costs anywhere from $.85 - .
$2.50 for ·a hit. Its purity is
. questionable.. It gives you 8 -. 10
hours of 111- ••• or whatever.
Blue is . . . the ·name of a
person. He works on the
Innovator. He takes care of
business. He tries . . .
Blue is . . . the color of my
jeans.. They' re appropriate for

most of the functions I perform ~
They identify me · with the
younger generation, if that fal.sti
dichotomy with ifs arbitrary
boundary of 30 means anything.
Blue is . . . the way I feel
sometimes when everything that
can possibly go wrong bas gone
wrong: When it ~eems that
everybody bas dropped on me so
bard that everything l feel is one
big pain.
Blue is . . . the color of my
lady's eyes. She's there when
nobody else is. She always has
time to listen. Sbe knows when to
smile. ' Cause a smile doesn't cost
anything. And sometimes i t
seems that nothing is all we have
to give each other. Til she smiles.
And then it's alright for awhile.

D.amned
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The Conscious Beat
The Conscious Beat
by Douglas Pilzer

{•
f

What phenomena are we going
through when we speak of life? Is
it possible weare all connected to
.some invisible force that keeps us
together? I feel sensations, I
think thoughts and I know that I
am living. My quest;ion is what is
the phenomena that makes my
substance and who is the- I that
deals with experie.nce?
There is from my point of view
an existence that is going on and I
am only a small part of this
collosalleading to the end of the
universe. Every time I go to sleep
I am in another state -of life and
each day I wake up I am
experiencing another state of life.
Life is part of the_ degree of
experience and all that I know is
that this experience is happening.
I is the phenomena that thinks the
I. Relating to the universe is
simply being and allowing what
is happening to simply hap~ .

~he Universe is not what l.say the
Universe is, this i~ simply too
much to think How do I relate to
the Universe? The only way that I
can relate to the Universe is by
being-a part of the whole.
Man is whatever he wishes to
be and has the ability to do
Whatever he wishes to do if only
be realizes his own potential. One
thing our culture bas done is to
teach us that we cantt do the
impossible but the impossible has
been ac.bieved many times by
people wbo paid no attention to
tlie Idea that they could not do
what they couldn't do. This
Universe is expa~ion of our own
lives and we are· the Universe.
Conscious i~ awareness of what is
going on · and expanding
consciousness _is simply
becoming more aware of our. selves and allowing the process of
life to take place in us. The·
consciousness beat is following
the rhythm of life and allowing
the flow to come t_!lrough.

The Game ·
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The I Who I Know
No name cries the swi
Wind and rain and stars that shine.
May my mind go on an on
so that I may know the truest truths
may I always remain real.
the stars I see and know them well
may 1 reach my inner core.
A qu~t oflove and a breath of air
may I meet the god in me.
My search goes on and on like a star
the bi~ is one and the questis me.
Search and se.arcb and constantly find.
the winds are there that blow no smoke.
Who is the I that searches for I
can winds blow on without this I.
Let not that love disappear for me
for I am one and one is me.
leave not the soul alone in the
for the cry of love is free m·me.
What I quest is to be a simple me.
Let all my potential flow in me
and may I find the truth in me.
spin around and tell me of love for
I know the secret in me. The secret of
me is to be one in love.

DOUGPILZER

Of Life
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TRIP ·To Exeitblg
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Las Vegas·
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For one of our Patrons

t
f

Ora~J~Itt

• Coupon! 50' with Lun<:h « Dinner
- $1.00 Without Food

COMPLETE MENU

t
f

at Each Moatbly Drawing. --.....

Beer

Pitchers ef Wine &
Cocktails

SeNlrtg Noon to t:oo p .m. Dally

CLOSEO MONDAY

222 Monee Rd., Park Fares!, 111..
411·52GI

Love it crave it
.
dig the rats that go me ow
weird wonderful ba. ba.
·stoned as on a trip.
the .£_r~tures that have masks
the warm blood that flows
can this be real the stones
man what is he a clown
of death that urges for more.
love one and all the gore
the guts dry low and at edge
how much together is he.
man who is on a trip ·
where bell is white
pure as death sting
wishes are infernal flames.
crys the sun and eyes divine
go beyona the pimples crown
love a stick of dynamite
blow the world to·its end
no babies to play any more.
rotten feet that smell of decay
a_cry f:rom the grave of mothers den
oil of smelly wine.

W~EKEND

P~WM

SPECIAL

RiJJ. r1r Beefr
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Classified -Ads
FOR SALE
Playpen. Good condition.

Reasonable. Contact: BeverlyFinancial Aids X216I 534-5000.
1963 Pontiac. Runs, Cheap. Best
olfer: 946-2155: Evenings.

Have a car to Sell? 1966 to 73 OK.
If so please contact Eric 312-3785872 . PI ease ca U after 10:00 p.m.
Wanted: SO Session
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~emale room-mate: Free room . · _.- ··
m e~change for babysitting six- ~-P ·
. _ ·-·~
ten, T, W, F evenings. Park . ~all ...,.._ .
, ·~
Forest South Home 5341733.
· •

